
In attendance: Lisa K, Debbie Dixson, Jennifer Senney, Paula Moyer, Stefanie Mittlestadt, Laura 
Demerle, Lucie St. George!!
Have to approve minutes from 12/15/14 next time because Paula forgot to type them up.!!
Coming up: Aimee Yermish, Debbie (1/27), Bruce Sabian (2/9), Bob Crabtree (Janine Solomon 
2/24),  Alison Andrews, DDS and maybe Bruce’s contact for Exceptional Lives, Jen Barsamian 
in May!!
Paula to do Debbie and Bruce’s flyers, and Laura to do Crabtree.!!
Response to community comments on SpEd: we’ll try to get Shana to come to that meeting.!!
Meetings with Debbie Dixson, Kim Swain and Lisa have been going very well. Manual for 
transportation guidelines will be created.!!
Leslie Leslie meeting with other PACs — Lisa told us a bit about the discussions. There’s the 
APPLE three-day conference for PACs and Administrators — Lisa will try to go and perhaps the 
Admin will be able to split up the days.!!
Next year’s events: bullying, cyberbullying, anxiety (especially going into Curtis), executive 
function (maybe a workshop a la Dan Levine), sibling event, test prep for LD students (Alexis 
Avila) in conjunction with Ida at LSRHS, teaching social skills, panel of specialists to explain 
strategies for inclusion, sensory-friendly movie night, movie nights for parents (What About 
Kelsey? Including Samuel) — think of more!!!
(Per anxiety there is an open meeting for all incoming families in March, and three weeks ahead 
of that for parents with children on IEPs.)!!
Our “homework” is to think of sibling outings or support group type of stuff, and to see if we can 
get guidelines about sensory-friendly guidelines.!!
Stefanie reports that we are almost set up to get donations through Amazon Smile.!!
Debbie: balance in account remains the same (about $900+). !
Per Walker Report need to collaborate and communicate with LS to get smooth transition.!
Working on inclusive practices. Did a survey among administrators and now among inclusion 
team members.!!
Jenn is stepping down. WAAAAAHHHH. !!
Lucie will be at the School Committee meeting on Wednesday. She will promote SEPAC.!!
Paula will contact Kim to see if we can put up the SEPAC signs in from of the fire station again.!


